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Welcome to the Mystery Village: Shards of the Past - a journey to the past that can become your doom.
Your friend wants to rebuild a settlement in which she was born. Many years ago, as a result of rather dramatic event, this

village was abandoned. You agreed to help her and prepare the village to the resettling.

You have arrived in this dark desolate place. Your mission begins, and there’s so much work to do!
Explore buildings of the forsaken settlement, fight those who dwell in the shadows and fulfill your objectives by collecting

various objects that have a great nostalgic value for your friend. «They will become the part of foundation of renewed
settlement», she said. You think it’s a bit strange, but if she thinks that’s a decent start - so be it.
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LOST AND FORGOTTEN

Dozens of dark rooms that can turn into a real labyrinth;

SHADOWS OF THE PAST

Beings that once were living humans. Who or what are they now? Listen to them, and they’ll tell you by themselves…

SHATTERED MEMORIES

Trinkets of the days that are long gone. What do they mean for the woman that sent you to search of them? Why are they so
important? What is behind all this?
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Title: Mystery Village: Shards of the Past
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
GameChain
Publisher:
GameChain
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,Russian,German,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese
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No tutorial, no windowed mode, and I have no clue what I'm doing or why.
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SiNKR 2 Steam Page is Live:
SiNKR 2 is coming this winter and I've just published a Steam page. It is super important for visibility on Steam to have a
healthy sized wishlist before launch, if you would, please add the game to your wishlist. Your continued support really makes a
huge difference, thank you all!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/973220/SiNKR_2/

SiNKR 2 uses the same contraptions as the original SiNKR but has a bunch of polish, more levels than the original, and a new
optional level selection grid allowing multiple paths to complete the game. There are crickets in the new SiNKR 2 community
forum, if you have any questions, feel free to post them there or here in the comments below.. SiNKR has trading cards:
It took a bit of time but cards are now approved and should be dropping.

I'm still tweaking and adding levels to SiNKR 2. I plan to backport some of the enhancements to SiNKR and add a small free
level pack with a new mechanic to the original SiNKR that should come out in a couple of weeks.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/973220/SiNKR_2/. SiNKR awarded 3 Golden Joysticks at TERMINUS:
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SiNKR was awarded 3 Golden Joystick awards at the TERMINUS Conference + Festival in Atlanta GA this Sunday for Best
Overall Game, Best Game Design, and Fan Favorite. Thank you all for playing and supporting SiNKR! I was completely
overwhelmed.

TERMINUS Conference + Festival is a one-of-a-kind event packed with everything emerging creators in film, gaming, and
interactive need to take their careers to the next level. Showcase your work, attend workshops and panels with industry leaders,
and make lasting professional and creative connections at networking events, award shows, and parties. It’s the most fun you’ll
have while feeding your passion to create. Learn from the best. Make connections. Join the party. June 15-17, 2018 - Atlanta,
GA.. Best in Show at SFGE; TERMINUS Finalist for Golden Joystick:
It was a real honor for SiNKR to be awarded Best In Show Indie Game at Southern-Fried Gaming Expo 2018 this past weekend.
It was a great weekend with great games and great friends!

SFGE Details[southernfriedgameroomexpo.com]

Next weekend SiNKR will be showing at TERMINUS Conference + Festival. SiNKR is a finalist for the Golden Joystick
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Award. Come on by and say hello and vote for SiNKR if you are in Atlanta, GA this coming weekend (June 15-17).

TERMINUS Conference + Festival is a one-of-a-kind event packed with everything emerging creators in film, gaming, and
interactive need to take their careers to the next level. Showcase your work, attend workshops and panels with industry leaders,
and make lasting professional and creative connections at networking events, award shows, and parties. It’s the most fun you’ll
have while feeding your passion to create. Learn from the best. Make connections. Join the party. June 15-17, 2018 - Atlanta,
GA.. Level selection grouped by puzzle type. Audio sliders & more ...:
SiNKR has just been updated!

- Separate level selection menu into groups by level type to make it easier to find a particular level
- Update Unity player to 5.6.4p3 in an effort to help with startup and multi-screen video issues
- Add audio sliders to options screen
- FullScreen/Windowed toggle status tracks changes made using the OS widgets and hotkeys and picks the OS default resolution
going fullScreen. SiNKR Free Level Pack; SiNKR 2 Backports:
I'm still tweaking and adding levels to SiNKR 2 but took a small break to pull back some of the enhancements and added a 7
level bonus pack to the original SiNKR. The bonus pack has a minor new mechanic I call 'Squircles' for 'square circles'.

SiNKR Changes

- 7 bonus levels added. You can play the bonus levels without having finished the game.
- Hook travels faster when the reel is held down and hook changes direction
- Minor bug fixes and updates to the contraption and line looks
- Engine update
- Trading Cards (added in January)

SiNKR 2 is still coming soon but I can't give a firm date. Please wishlist SiNKR 2 if you are interested in playing the sequel.
Wishlisting really helps, thanks!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/973220/SiNKR_2/. Logic Puzzles to Relax Your Brain:

The creators of LYNE, Hexologic, Sudoku Universe, and SiNKR have partnered to bring you the Logic Puzzles to Relax
Your Brain bundle at a 15% discount off of the individual prices. Relax your Brain!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7516/Logic_Puzzles_to_Relax_Your_Brain/
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